Benchmark Corp is Chosen by D2iQ to Lead Their
Enterprise Container Platform Growth in Canada
PRESS RELEASE
D2iQ integrates with Benchmark Corp to lead the Canadian market using their Cloud Native Platforms
and Application Management which enables enterprise clients to continuously deploy across clouds. In
this modern era, enterprises look for expertise in Kubernetes and Benchmark is exceptionally
positioned to assist those clients throughout Canada.
Toronto, Ontario: July 21, 2020 – Benchmark Corp. has added D2iQ to its suite of Cloud Native
solutions. Benchmark Corp. is a leading Canadian software solution provider focused on open source
technology to optimize operations, boost productivity and support scalable growth.
“D2IQ allows us to move clients onto a fully supported Kubernetes platform as we continue to
transform customer’s businesses. A lot of clients are looking to Benchmark Corp. for a way to
standardize and manage across multi-cloud, hybrid, and on-premise deployments of cloud native
technologies and D2iQ is the key to do that.’ said Luc Villeneuve, president of Benchmark Corp.
“We are excited to welcome Benchmark as part of the D2iQ partner community,” said Kenny Smith,
director of channels at D2iQ. “As today’s enterprises look for expertise in the growing adoption of
Kubernetes, Benchmark is uniquely positioned to support clients throughout Canada. We look forward
to bringing best-in-class knowledge with them across many verticals, including financial services,
government, healthcare, manufacturing, retail and telecommunications.”
About Benchmark Corp.
Founded in 2003, Benchmark is a proven Canadian IT solutions provider that delivers leading-edge
expertise and custom solutions, with flexible financing, to its long-term commercial and enterprise
customers. We focus on helping customers cost-efficiently transform their data centre or meet other
business needs with innovative solutions that optimize operations, boost productivity and support scalable
growth. www.benchmarkcorp.com.
About D2IQ
D2iQ is the leading provider of enterprise-grade cloud platforms that enable organizations to embrace open
source and cloud native innovations while delivering smarter Day 2 operations. With unmatched experience
driving some of the world's largest cloud deployments, D2iQ empowers organizations to better navigate and
accelerate cloud native journeys with enterprise-grade technologies, training, professional services and
support. Whether you are deploying your first Kubernetes workload, optimizing your business analytics with
Spark or Jupyter, or looking to educate your developers on the benefits of cloud native, D2iQ has the
expertise, services and technology to enable you on the journey. D2iQ is headquartered in San Francisco
with additional offices in London, Hamburg, Germany and Beijing. D2iQ investors include Andreessen
Horowitz, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Khosla Ventures, Koch Disruptive Technologies, Microsoft, and T.
Rowe Price Associates, Inc. Find us at https://d2iq.com/

